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Frontclear and London Financial Studies join to support the on-line training 
needs of EMDC money market practitioners   
Partnership to expand the Frontclear Academy training offering  
 
AMSTERDAM / LONDON December 2020 – Frontclear and London Financial Studies (LFS) signed a 
Grant Agreement, making official their joint commitment to support the capacity development 
needs of both developing country regulators and banks’ staff.  
 
The development of EMDC money markets and secondary bond markets, are going into high gear.  
Many countries are decisively taking on more conducive legal & regulatory frameworks including 
passing netting regulation as well as developing much needed market infrastructure.  The knowledge 
of banks’ staff and wider regulators in these markets, needs to keep pace with the developments.  The 
Frontclear Academy offers these markets the opportunity to continually learn in a clearly on-line world.   
 
The partnership between LFS and Frontclear, will enable access to invaluable, technical learning.  LFS 
is offering Frontclear Academy registrants five modules addressing topics like Valuation Adjustments:  
the XVA Challenge, and Bilateral Margining and Central Clearing.  These modules are a solid 
complement to the existing Academy offering and will be launched by February 2021.    
 
“The Frontclear Academy is expanding our capacity to meet the training needs of local market 
participants. The technical modules generously gifted by LFS, are a strong addition to the current 
course offering and speak directly to the skills required to operationalize a trade.” – Ingrid Hagen, Vice 
President Strategic Projects at Frontclear 
 
“LFS is very pleased to partner with Frontclear in the delivery of top-quality learning to EMDC financial 
markets. Our work is built on four complementary key values:  Practical Application, Intellectual Clarity, 
Personal Approach and Economic Value.” – David Cox, Founding Director at LFS 
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About LFS 
London Financial Studies concentrates exclusively on capital markets. It offers individuals, teams and 
companies a unique and expert teaching resource that combines theoretical understanding with 
practical experience and equips them to operate at the highest levels of efficiency and profitability.  In 
the past decade London Financial Studies has become widely acclaimed as one of the best teaching 
resources for capital markets practitioners. Over that period, they have delivered a diverse range of 
programmes to individuals, major financial institutions and government bodies worldwide providing:  
“Expert Teaching for Exceptional Performance”.  For more information about LFS please visit: 
www.londonfs.com 
 
 
About Frontclear 
Frontclear is a development finance organisation dedicated to stable and inclusive money markets.  
Its investors are largely European development financial institutions and governments.  Frontclear 
has unlocked access to global and local interbank markets for EMDC banks by providing credit 
guarantees to cover counterparty credit risk, on the condition that local currency assets can be used 
for collateral management purposes.  Complementarily, Frontclear offers technical assistance and 
implements regulator roundtables, advisory projects on legal enforceability, industry training and 
market infrastructure development – all targeting the development of a healthy money markets. To-
date, Frontclear has facilitated USD 1 billion in interbank money market transactions in 15 countries.  
It has trained over 1400 obligors and regulators in near 30 countries and signed near dozen 
partnerships with central banks and local beneficiaries. For further information, please visit 
www.frontclear.com. 
 
For media inquiries, contact: 
Ingrid Hagen, Frontclear | +31 20 531 4854 | ihagen@frontclear.com 
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